七十六學年度研究所碩士班入學考試

英文試題
1. Vocabulary (20%)
Part A
Directions: Following are ten sentences with missing words. Choose the word that best
completes the sentence from the words lists below , and write it on your answer sheet
Word List
horoscope, microscope, philanthropost, carnal, bigamist, anthropology, beneficiary,
archaeologist, archbishop, demagogue, chronic, orthodoxy
1. In the eyes of the court, Paul was married to two women at the same time and was therefore
a________.
2. Sincere Margaret Mead majored in _________ in college, she always had a strong interest in
learning about the races, customs, and beliefs of mankind.
3. You are your grandfather's favorite. In his will he has designated you as his _______.
4. The sight of her swaying, semi-mude body filled him with ________, desire.
5. His generosity in donating mney to worthy causes quickly earned him a reputation as a
________.
6. A person trained to excavate ruins and reconstruct the life of ancient civilization is called
a(n)________.
7. A forecast which is supposed to "see" your future form the position of the stars at the hour of
your birth is called________
8. A candidate for office who belongs to a major political party and supports onventional
measures is staying within the guidelines of political_________.
9. Many people considered Hitler a________(a politician who leads people by their prejudices
for his ownends).
10. Six years after leaving the jungle, he still suffered from a________ skin rash.

Part B
Directions: Each sentence in this part has a word or phrase underlined. Below each sentence are
four other words or phrases, marked (A),(B),(C)and (D). You are to choose the one word or
phrase that best fits the meaning of the underlined word or phrase, and then write its
corresponding letter (A),(B),(C)or(D) on your answer sheet.
11. A malevolent expression would indicate:
A. good will
B. illness
C. evil intent
D. sensuous desires
12. The gift brought on a feeling of elation
A. disappointment
B. reward for wervices rendered
C. sadness
D. joy of pride
13. Until he was eighteen he had never done any introspective thinking:
A. imaginary
B. unlimited
C. looking within
D. looking outside
14. Revealing military secrets is tantamount to treason.
A. equivalent to
B. more serious
C. different from
D. trivial when compared with
15. He hoped that the photographs would be attractive enough to entice Jane to go to
Europe with her
A. provoke
B. preclude
C. lure
D. indulge
16. If my voice is not able to be heard, let me know, and I will speak louder.
A. authentic

B. audible
C. audacious
D. autonomous
17. Government statistics showed a per capita expense of $3000.
A. by or for the government
B. by or for each person
C. an amount left after deduction
D. an amount left before deduction
18. The sentimentality of the poem appealed to him.
A. exaggerated tender feeling
B. characteristics of old age
C. characteristics of modern age
D. duuilty feeling
19. At that time Taiwan was already an affluent society.
A. living on or near water
B. a political center of Taiwan
C. having an abundance of works of art
D. having an abundance of wealth for most people
20. An autonomous state is:
A. self-ruling
B. just coming into being politically
C. dominated by machines and industry
D. authoritarian

2. Usage (20%)
Directions: The following passages contain a number of sentences with missing words. For each
blank, you are to supply an appropriate word that best completes the sentence in the passage. In
a sentence with more than two blanks, supply the most appropriate phrase as indicated by the
key word given in the parenthesis. Write your answers on your answer sheet
Example 1 "She has been seeing him _______ and on" You would write: off
Example 2 "I shall_______ _______ _______ (interest) know what happens." you would
write: be interested to

The lifestyle of most Americans has been mocing ___1____the right direction. People
are___2__________(turn) lighter foods and a more active lifestyles. More young people
___3____ _______ _______(aware) the connection between nutrition and health, and there is
more interest ___4____ways to reduce the risk of disease.
Too much food ___5____ _______(contribute)the problem of obesity, which is
___6___________(associate)an increased risk of heart disease, atherosclerosis, gallbladder and
diabetes. There is also evidence that a small but significant increase in cancer of the uterus and
breast is ___7____ _______(link)obesity.
It's important ___8____ remember that diet is one ___9____many factors in the development of
diseased. Following a certain diet will not guarantee you won't get sick. __10_____is, however
increasing evidence that if Americans changed certais eating patterns, they could reduce the risk
of some diseases.

3. Translate the following passage into Chinese.(15%)
(1)Physically and psychically women are by far the superiors of men, and the old chestnut about
women being more emotional than mem has been forever destroyed by the facts of two great
wars.(2)Women under blockade, heavy bombardment, concentration camp confinement, and
similar rigors withstand them vastly more successfully than men.(3)The psychiatric casualities of
civilian populations under such conditions are mostly masculine, and there are more men in our
mental hospitals than there are women.

4.Translate the following sentences into English(15%)
1.多讀猶如多食，不能消化即完全無用
2.台幣迅速升值雖有利於進口業，卻可能使用以出口為主的廠商蒙受損害。
3.據一位世界衛生組織專家說，全世界至少有五百萬人已受到愛滋病的病毐感染。另
外有些專
家甚至估計此病之帶原者(carriers)可能達一千萬人。

5. Composition(30%)
Write a short composition of about 300 words on the following topic:
How to Improve Our University Education

